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The analysis of shear stress lines in surface oil � ow can provide attachment and separation characteristics on
three-dimensional con� gurations about which � ow� eld data are often dif� cult or time consuming to acquire. This
technique, in conjunction with mean surface pressure data, was utilized to determine the surface topology on a
fore and aft wheel of a generic four-wheel landing gear model. Tests were performed at a Reynolds number of
6 ££ 105 based on wheel diameter. Because noise is produced when � uid attaches to or separates from a surface,
the detailed analysis highlights regions on the wheels where further investigation may be warranted. The surface
characteristics on the wheels determined in this study correlate well with the mean � ow� eld data acquired in a
previous study. A relationship is hypothesized between observed changes in the state of separation on the ground
side of the fore wheel in the present study, with the changing streamwise location of a midwheel vortex discovered
in a previous study.

I. Introduction

E XPERIMENTAL measurement of three-dimensional � ows is
often dif� cult because the structureassociatedwith them is of-

ten complex,whichmakes the � ow dif� cult to probe.Even when this
is not the case, measurement of even a single parameter through-
out the entire three-dimensional space may be prohibitively time
consuming. Therefore, the normal practice is to probe the � ow in
regions of suspected importance. Oftentimes, this procedure results
in the omission of important details due to an inaccurate assessment
of signi� cant � ow regions. One of the simplest and most effective
ways to gather preliminary three-dimensionaldata and to determine
important � ow� eld regions is through surface topologystudies. Al-
though Dallmann et al.1 point out that features of the surface topol-
ogy are not “suf� cient to conjecture qualitative features within the
outer (mid-air) � ow � eld,” locations of � ow separation and attach-
ment can be readily determined that highlight regions of important
offsurface � ow structure.

When an aircraft is in a high-lift con� guration during landing
approach, some geometrically complex structural features are ex-
posed to the � ow. One of the most complex is the landing gear,
which is noted to be one of the dominant airframe noise sources on
modern commercial aircraft.2 Airframe noise results from pressure
� uctuations created by interactionsbetween the aircraft surface ge-
ometry and the surrounding � uid. The inherent bluff-body features
of landinggear, as well as the complex arrangementof landinggear
components,allow for noise productionthrough the mechanismsof
steadyand unsteadywake � ow, turbulentin� ow, and vortex instabil-
ity and deformation.A literature review by the author suggests that
multiple wheel-set con� gurations are noisier than single wheel-set
con� gurations.Heller and Dobrzynski3;4 have suggested that this is
due to an interaction of the wake from the fore wheels with the aft
wheels. In a more recent study, Dobrzynski and Buchholz5 suggest
that such a tire-wake/tire interactionis not as signi� cant noise a con-
tributor as was previously suspected. Yet the authors still note that
signi� cant noise production occurs in the region between the inline
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wheels. This leads to speculation that developed � ow structuremay
play a signi� cant role in noise production for this con� guration.

Although noise is a direct result of � uctuating � ow features, in-
sight into regionsof noise productioncan be gained when consider-
ing only the mean � ow features. In a previous work, Lazos6 deter-
mined the mean velocity � eld around a generic four-wheel landing
gear con� guration with wheels and struts scaled to the main land-
ing gear of a Boeing 757. The investigationutilized digital particle
image velocimetry (DPIV) and tuft data to identify a nonstationary
vortex that persists between the inline wheels on the ground side of
the axle plane. That work, as well as the present, will be useful for
validation of computational � uid dynamics (CFD) codes used for
noise source determination.

In the current study,mean surfacecharacteristicson the wheels of
a four-wheel landing gear are studied. The model used is the same
used by Lazos,6 with tests conducted at the same Reynolds number
based on wheel diameter of 6 £ 105 . Extraneous components of an
actual four-wheel landing gear, such as brake mechanisms, tubing,
and wheel hubs, were not included.Although such componentsare,
admittedly, signi� cant noise contributors, many of these can eas-
ily be eliminated or shielded by the manufacturer. The purpose of
the present study is to highlight regions on a “clean” landing gear
con� guration that may warrant further investigation as potentially
sign� cant noise sources and to provide experimental data for vali-
dation of computationalcodes. Data acquired include mean surface
pressure and oil � ow visualizationon a fore and aft wheel. Surface
topologycharacteristicsaredeterminedfor eachwheelutilizingboth
data sets. The following detailed analysis is intended to provide in-
formation that will aid in the determination of landing gear noise
sources and advance the technique of surface topology assessment
using oil � ow visualization.

II. Experiments
A. Facility and Model

Experiments were conducted in the Basic Aerodynamics Re-
search Tunnel (BART)7 at NASA Langley Research Center. This
facility is an open-circuit wind tunnel with a test section area of
71 £ 102 cm and a length of 305 cm. The interior of the test section
is visuallyaccessiblefrom all sides except the � oor. The model used
in the current study was a generic four-wheel landing gear con� gu-
ration with wheels and supports scaled to 31% of those on a Boeing
757. Two of the wheels were producedfromCIBA-Geigy 5180 resin
using stereolithography.The other two were molded � berglass.The
cylindrical sections of the support structurewere either steel or alu-
minum. Materials chosen for the model were a result of test and
instrumentation requirements.One of the wheels was instrumented
with 50 pressure ports along its spanwise periphery. It was made
rotatable using a servomotor installed in the axle, which allow the
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Fig. 1 Cutaway section of pressure ported wheel.

Fig. 2 Model installed in BART facility.

ports to be accurately positioned at any azimuthal angle around the
wheel. Figure 1 shows a cut-away sketch of the ported wheel with
the motor and pressureports highlighted.Anotherof the wheels was
marked at precise locations with � duciary points to aid in oil � ow
visualizationdata analysis.This wheel was attached to the axle with
a setscrewso that it could be easily removed and photographedafter
each test run.

B. Data Acquisition and Analysis
Tests performed for the current study included measurements of

mean surface static pressures and oil � ow visualizations on a fore
and aft wheel. Figure 2 is an image of the model installed upside
down in the tunneltest section.Highlightedin Fig. 2 are the pressure
taps along the peripheryof one of the wheels and the � duciarypoints
on another.Also highlightedin Fig. 2 is the DPIV plane in which the
velocity � eld around the wheels was resolved, the results of which
are reported by Lazos.6

Mean static pressures were acquired on the ported wheel sur-
face using an electronically scanned pressure acquisition system.
The transducer range was chosen such that most of the available
scale was utilized without exceeding the range limits. Pressures
were acquired around the entire wheel circumference at measure-
ment stations every 2 deg by rotating the wheel via the servomotor.
Positioning accuracy using the servomotor was determined to be
approximately§0:3 deg. At each measurement station, 30,000 data
samples were acquiredsimultaneouslyat each of the 50 ports over a
90-s period. The samples acquired at each port were then averaged
to producethemean. Surfacestaticpressureswere measuredon both
a fore and an aft wheel by simply rotating the model 180 deg around
the center support strut to position the ported wheel in the front or

rear. The pressure transducers were accurate within §1:379 N/m2

if their temperature was maintained within §1±C. Therefore, the
pressure acquisitionsystem was recalibratedwhenever the ambient
temperature in the test area, where the transducers were located,
varied beyond this range.

Oil � ow visualizations were conducted to highlight the shear
stress lines on the wheels. A test run began by � rst applying a 50/50
mixture of kerosene and titanium dioxide powder to a wheel with
the tunnel � ow off. Immediately after application of the mixture,
the test section was closed, and the tunnel was rapidly broughtup to
speed. A constant speed was then maintained until the oil mixture
was suf� ciently dry. Both fore and aft wheel data were acquired on
the wheel marked with � duciary points (Fig. 2) by placing it either
in the front or in the rear of the model.

Eight images were acquired of the wheel using a digital cam-
era with an image resolution of 3060£ 2036 pixels. An image of
the outboard side of the wheel was � rst acquired with the wheel in
place in the test section. The oil on this surface was then removed.
Then, with the aid of a large suction cup, the wheel was removed
from the test section and placed in a photographic booth without
disturbing the remaining oil � lm. Here, an additional seven images
were acquired: one of the inboard side of the wheel and six around
the wheel periphery (tread area), one every 60 deg. After the im-
ages were collected, each was mapped onto a three-dimensional
computer representation of the experimental model. The � duciary
pointson the wheel were used for accurateplacementof each image.

The extensionof the experimentaldata into virtualspaceprovided
for an effective means of data visualization to perform a topologi-
cal analysis of the shear stress lines represented in the oil. Methods
used to carryout theanalysiswere thoseof Kaplin,8 Lighthill,9 Perry
and Fairlie,10 Tobak and Peake,11 and Chapman and Yates.12 These
methodsutilizecriticalpointconceptsof nonlineardifferentialequa-
tions to identify patterns in the shear stress vector � eld that occur at
points where skin friction is zero. In addition, the current analysis
uses the conceptsof Maskell13 to identify three-dimensionalsepara-
tionalonga line thatgivesrise to a free vortex layer.Jointmappingof
the pressuredata with the oil � ow data aided the analysis,especially
in the identi� cation of regions of � ow attachment.

Patterns in the shear stress lines expected in the current study are
shown in Fig. 3 along with associatedterminologyand color coding
used in the following discussion.Patterns on the left represent � ow
attachment,whereas patterns on the right represent � ow separation.
The topological phenomenon associated with � ow attachment or
separation along a line is referred to as a bipartition. The line itself
is termed a bipartite line and can occur in association with a saddle
pointor in isolation.When a bipartite line is associatedwith a saddle
point, the separation/attachment is termed closed and will be iden-
ti� ed in the following discussion as a solid line. When a bipartite
line is in isolation, the separation/attachment is termed open and
will be identi� ed as a dashed line. The terms open and closed are
taken from the work of Wang.14 To further delineate � ow features, a
bipartite line is termed positive if surface shear stress lines diverge
from it (� ow attachment) and negative if surface shear stress lines
convergeon it (� ow separation).The terms positive and negativeare
taken from the work of Hornung and Perry.15 Coloring of bipartite
lines in the following discussion will be lavender to indicate � ow
attachment and fuchsia to indicate separation.

The composite images presented in this report reveal oil � ow and
surface pressuresignatureson the fore and aft wheels. Mean surface
static pressureis representedas a dimensionlesspressurecoef� cient,
C p D .P ¡ Ps/=.Pt ¡ Ps/, where P is the measured pressure, Ps is
the tunnel static pressure, and Pt is the tunnel total pressure. Color-
coding of the pressure identi� es the highest pressure in white and
the lowest in blue. Renderings of the shear stress lines are in yellow
or blue,whichevercolorbest contrastswith the backgroundpressure
coloring. Arrows are included to indicate perceived � ow direction.

While performing the following analysis, speci� cs of the surface
� ow topology in certain regions could not readily be discerned due
to insuf� cient resolutionof the oil � ow techniqueand/or low surface
shear stresses. Therefore, it must be emphasized that, in these re-
gions, the � ow attachment and separation features highlightedmay
not portrayactual � ow conditions.The possibilitythat the suspected
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� ow conditions exist, however, was ensured by using the method of
indexing as described by Yates and Fearn.16

III. Experimental Results and Discussion
A. Fore Wheel

Figure 4 is an image of the outboardside of the fore wheel after an
oil � ow visualization run. Typical � duciary points are highlighted.
Surface static pressure is representedby color gradationand render-
ings of the perceived shear stress lines are in yellow with arrows to
indicate direction. The orientation of the data maintains the wind-
tunnel conventionsuch that the ground side of the wheel is at the top
and the wing side is at the bottom. The � ow direction is indicated
as left to right.

At the front of the wheel in Fig. 4, a signi� cant favorablepressure
gradient is evidenced by the rapid color change in the pressure sig-
nature from red to deep blue and is associatedwith the acceleration
of � uid around the outboard edge. The � ow here is expected to be
laminar, and at the end of surface curvature, separation is initiated
at the saddle of separation A due to a sudden adverse pressure gra-
dient. Just downstream, the � ow is expected to transition, resulting
in reattachment at the saddle B. Saddles A and B form negative-
and positive-closedbipartitions, respectively, that extend along the
forward edge of the wheel. Between them the surface � ow direction
is predominantly toward the saddles, which results in a pooling of
oil at the forwardedgeof the wheel. Following the negativebipartite
lines beginningat A, the � ow directionalong thembecomes increas-
ingly aligned with the freestream direction as the wing and ground
sides of the wheel are approached.Along the positive bipartite lines
beginning at B, however, the � ow direction becomes increasingly
opposed to the freestream direction as the wing and ground sides
of the wheel are approached. Eventually, the � ow along these lines
is unable to maintain this opposition to the freestream and nodes of
attachment form at points C, where the � ow direction reverses to
follow positive-openbipartite lines. Note, too, that the direction of
the surface � ow between the bipartite lines also changes and is now
directed away from the saddles, toward the edges of the wheel.

Downstream of the positive-closed bipartition formed by B in
Fig. 4, the � ow along the outboard face of the wheel is expected to
be turbulent.At the downstreamedgeof the wheel, surfacecurvature
results in anotheradversepressuregradient,and turbulentseparation
occurs. Separation here is seen to be a complex combination of
saddles, nodes, and bipartitions, some of which will be discussed
later in a different view of the wheel. On the ground side of the
wheel, surface shear stress lines merge at D to form a negative-
open bipartition. On the wing side of the wheel, a small pool of oil
forms behind a saddle of separation at E. One end of the bipartite
line through E terminates in the focus F, whereas the other end
terminates at the node G. In the middle of the wheel, another saddle
of separationformsat H,with thebipartiteline throughit terminating
at nodesG and I. Just downstreamof H, anothersaddleof separation
is shown at J. Between H and J, a region of increased pressure is
apparent.Close analysisof the shearstress lines in this regionreveals
the probability of a node of attachment at K.

Figure 5 is an image of the inboard side of the fore wheel. At
the forward edge, the � ow is similar to that on the outboard side of
the wheel. An adverse pressure gradient results in � ow separation
beginning at saddle A. The � ow is expected to then transition and
reattach to the surface at saddle B. Between the closed bipartitions
formed by these saddles, oil again pools as the surface � ow there
is directed predominantly toward the saddles. The bipartite lines
through A proceed around the edge of the wheel with � ow along
them directed toward the wing and ground sides of the wheel. The
bipartite lines through B terminate, and the nodes labeled C are
formed along with positive-openbipartitions.

Just downstream of saddle B in Fig. 5, the presence of the wheel
axle results in a severe adverse pressure gradient. Just ahead of
the axle a saddle of separation and a node of attachment are high-
lighted and labeled D and E, respectively.Between this saddle/node
combination, the � ow is expected to recirculate in the juncture of
the wheel and axle. It is hypothesized that the juncture � ow here is
turbulentbecause the surface � ow ahead is expected to be turbulent.
Further evidence to support this hypothesis is found in the exper-

imental work of Pierce and Tree,17 where turbulent juncture � ow
was studied using smoke and surface oil � ow visualization as well
as laser Dopplervelocimetry.In their study, the authors documented
the existence of a single horseshoe vortex that was strongly time
variant with large changes in size and position.They also noted that
the time-averaged center of the vortex “appeared to coincide with
a clear, well scoured line around the [cylinder] in the surface � ow
visualization.”Such a line is highlightedin Fig. 5. Similar resultsare
presentedby Pierce and Harsh18 using surface oil � ow visualization
and Eckerle and Langston19 using � ve-hole probe measurements in
conjunction with surface oil � ow visualization.

Immediately downstream of the axle (Fig. 5), a clearly distin-
guishable negative-openbipartition begins at F and ends in a focus
of separation at G. In the wake region of the axle on the wing side,
surface streamlines rapidly turn and wrap into the focus. On the
ground side, surface streamlines make a much broader arc, extend-
ing nearly to the downstreamedge of the wheel before turning back
upstream toward the axle. These opposed � ow directions result in a
saddle of separationat H. Surface � uid in the wing side of the wake
that does not turn back upstream leaves the surface of the wheels at
the saddle of separation I.

Differences in the surface � ow characteristics on the wing- and
ground-sideedgesof the wheel outside the axle wake are postulated
to result from the presence of the center support strut. On the wing-
side face of the wheel, a rapid acceleration around the edge of the
wheel is suggestedby the highly favorable pressure gradient in that
region. This is seen as the rapid color gradation from yellow, to
green, to blue. It is expected that the � ow here is locally accelerated
as it passes between the wheel and center support strut. A sudden
adverse pressure gradient then results in the formation of a small
separationbubble beginningat the saddle of separationJ and ending
at the node of attachment K. On the ground side of the wheel, the
pressure gradient is not as favorable, and surface shear stress lines
converge to form a negative-openbipartition beginning at L.

Figure 6 shows negative and positive bipartite lines, seen earlier
in Figs. 4 and 5. They are labeled B and C, respectively,and extend
up over the edges of the wheel to the ground-side face, possibly
in� uencing � ow separation characteristics there. In the center of
Fig. 6, there are two adjacent pools of oil labeled 1 and 2, aligned
in the streamwise direction. Both of these pools are expected to
highlightdistinctzonesof recirculating� uid under a complexparing
of separationbubblesthatmergeand dividewith time.Zone 1 begins
with the saddle-of-separation labeled A at about ¡92 deg around
the wheel from its leading edge. It is bounded on either side by
the bipartite lines formed by A, and terminates at the intersection
of these bipartite lines with the bipartite lines B. Zone 2 begins
immediately downstream and appears to form as the negative and
positive bipartite lines B and C tend toward the center of the wheel
and the � uid between them merges from the left and the right.

During testing, the topological features associated with recircu-
lation zones 1 and 2 were observed to change erratically between
two states. Changes were particularly apparent at the downstream
end of recirculation zone 2. For much of the time, zone 2 appeared
to be distinctly bounded, with the internal oil tightly contained. At
times, however, the trailing edge of this boundaryappeared to burst,
which resulted in the expulsion downstream of some of the inter-
nally contained � uid. This state change in topological features is
expected to result from a time-dependent structural bifurcation of
the � ow pattern as described by Chapman and Yates.12 Though an
exact description of the surface � ow details is not possible due to
low spatial resolution of the oil � ow technique, speculation of the
structural changes is presented in Fig. 7.

Figure 7a shows the anticipated structural features of the pri-
mary � ow state. Here a saddle-of-attachmentD and its associated
bipartition make up the trailing edge of recirculation zone 2. The
bounding sides of this zone are speculated to be negative-open
bipartitions that form as the shear stress lines converge and the
surface � ow separates. The upstream boundary is a positive-open
bipartition E that terminates along with other shear stress lines at
a node of separation F. Figure 7b shows the anticipated structural
features of the secondary � ow state. In this case, the node of sepa-
ration F becomes a focus of separation and the positive bipartition
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a) Attachment patterns b) Separation patterns

Fig. 3 Surface topology patterns at locations of � ow separation and
attachment expected in the current study.

Fig. 4 Outboard side of the fore wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.

Fig. 5 Inboard side of the fore wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.

E in Fig. 7a is eliminated, opening the boundary between zones 1
and 2. Downstream, the saddle of attachment becomes a node of
attachment D as the positive-open bipartite lines C are redirected
downstream, and the bounding sides of zone 2 become saddles of
separation G.

On the wing-side face of the wheel, shown in Fig. 8, some � ow
features look similar to those on the ground-side face, but here only
a singlepoolof oil is seen.On this side of the wheel, the negativeand
positive bipartite lines, B and C, extend over the edges of the wheel
and tend toward the center of the wheel as before. Flow separation,
however, is initiated at about 97 deg around the wheel from its
leading edge at saddle A. This is about 5 deg beyond that on the
ground-side face. This results in a relative position difference, from
the ground-side face, between the negative bipartite lines B and the
trailing edge of the recirculation zone behind A. As a result, the
formation of a second recirculation zone downstream, as was seen
on the ground-side face, may be inhibited.

Here, on the wing-side face of the wheel, the inboard bipartite
line beginning at A rolls up into a focus of separation at D. These
separation characteristics are similar to what Hornung and Perry15

refer to as a Werlé–Legendre separation. This type of separation
is shown in Fig. 9, with Fig. 9a representing the two-dimensional
pattern in the shear stress lines and Fig. 9b a perspective view of
the inferredoffsurface� ow characteristics.As in the presentexperi-
mental case, separation is initiatedat a saddle of separationthrough
which a bipartition is formed. One end of the bipartition rolls up
into a focus, while the other continues downstream. Also shown in
Fig. 9 is a positive-open bipartition, where shear layer attachment
is induced by the separating vortical rollup. In Fig. 8, such a bi-
partition is not apparent in the surface pattern until much farther
downstream at E. Because of its lateral and downstream position,
however, it is unlikely that the bipartition E is associated with the
upstream separation features.

Flow features on the back face of the fore wheel are extremely
complex, as shown in Fig. 10. Whereas it might be expected that
shear stresses here be relatively low, making it dif� cult to distin-
guish surface topology, in most regions the opposite is true. Surface
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Fig. 6 Ground-side face of the fore wheel showing surface static pres-
sure andoil � ow data,as well as perceived shear stress lines andlocations
of � ow attachmentand separation;numbered regions identify perceived
� ow recirculation zones.

� ow direction and shear stress patterns are easily discernible in all
locations except the outboard edge of the wheel, where � ow fea-
tures had to be more judiciously determined. In this region, shear
stresses are low, which makes it sometimes dif� cult to ascertain sur-
face topology.Here, the method of indexingwas particularlyuseful,
limiting the possibilities of suspected topologies.

The boundaries of this separated region are suspected to consist
of six different negativebipartitions,one open and � ve closed, each
terminating in either a node or focus of separation. On the ground
side, the bounding edge consists of a negative bipartitionbeginning
at the saddle A. This bipartition terminates on one side at the node
B and on the other at the focus C. The upstream and downstream
boundaries are also initiated at saddles of separation D and E, re-
spectively. (These were mentioned earlier for Fig. 4 and labeled
H and J, respectively.) The bipartition through D terminates at the
nodes B and F, and the bipartition through E terminates at foci C
and G. Note again the node of attachment H, which was mentioned
earlier for Fig. 4 and labeled K, whose presence is suspectedby the
pressure and shear stress features there and is corroboratedthrough
the method of indexing.

In Fig. 10, the wing-sideboundary of the separated region on the
outboard edge of the wheel is suspected to be complex, consisting
of two negative-closedbipartitionsand a negative-openbipartition.
One of the closed bipartitions begins with saddle I and ends at the
node F and the focus J. It is readily identi� able by the pool of oil
that forms behind it. The open bipartition begins at K in Fig. 10
and ends at the focus G. The other closed bipartition begins at the
saddle of separation L. Though not immediately apparent in the
shear stress lines, this saddle is expected from application of the
method of indexing.

A closerlook at the surface topologyrevealswhy a saddlemust be
located in the vicinity of L. Consider two sources of attached � uid.
One is a point source at the node of attachment H, at the center of
the wheel. The other is a regional source where attached � uid is

a) Primary recirculation pattern

b) Secondary recirculation pattern

Fig. 7 Hypothesized states of recirculation associated with separation
on the ground-side face of the fore wheel.

rounding the wing side of the wheel at M. Fluid that attaches to the
surface at H that is not entrained in the focus G or the node F must
continue toward the wing side of the wheel. Attached � uid from the
wing side of the wheel at M, entering through the gap between J and
K must either exit the surface to the right along the open bipartition,
to the left at the focus J or the node F, or continue along the surface
toward the ground side of the wheel. Surface � uid from the sources
M and H not exiting the surface must at some point meet and form
a stagnation point (singularity),most likely in the form of a saddle
of separation like L.

At the wing side of the wheel (Fig. 10), a small pool of oil forms
behind a saddle of separationN, where a small separationbubble is
initiated. Directly downstream is the associated node of attachment
O. Issuing from this region on either side of O are thick lines of oil
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Fig. 8 Wing-side face of the fore wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.

identifyingthe path of the bipartition formed by N. On the outboard
side, this bipartition joins with the negative-open bipartition at K,
and on the inboard side, terminates at the focus P. As was seen
earlier in Fig. 5, high-speed � uid from the inboard side of the wheel
separates and reattaches to form a small bubble denoted by the
saddle of separationat Q and the node of attachmentat R in Fig. 10.
Immediatelydownstreamof this bubble,a negative-openbipartition
S forms, terminating at the focus P. At the ground-side end of the
wheel, attached � uid separates along the open bipartition T that
terminates at the focus U.

At the center of the wheel image in Fig. 10, two � ow attachment
features are rendered. One is a node of attachment at V, and the
other is an open bipartition at W. This bipartition was seen earlier
in Fig. 8 and was mentioned in association with a Werlé–Legendre
separation. Both the node and the bipartition are responsible for
the saddle of separation at X that results as � uid issuing from each
approaches a central point and stagnates.Node V is also important
in the formation of saddle E, which was already mentioned, and the
saddles Y and Z.

B. Aft Wheel
Mean surface � ow features on the front face of the aft wheel

are shown in Fig. 11. Here two large regions of � ow attachment are
highlightedand aremade apparentby the extremehigh surfacestatic
pressure and the lack of shear stress lines in the oil � ow. From these
regions, attached � uid issues in all directions along the wheel sur-
face. Fluid approaching the center of the wheel from both the wing
and ground sides stagnates, and two separate saddles-of-separation
are formed at A and B. The bipartitionsassociatedwith them extend
separately over the inboard side of the wheel, but on the outboard
side they merge, and � ow separationterminates.Between these two
saddles a high-pressure region and stagnated � ow suggest a node
of attachment. The possibility of this combination of topological
features is con� rmed using the method of indexing, and the node is
labeled C in Fig. 11.

a)

b)

Fig. 9 Surface and offsurface characteristics of Werlé–Legendre sep-
aration (taken from Fig. 16 of Ref. 13).

Fig.10 Rearward face of the fore wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.
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Fig. 11 Forward face of the aft wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.

In Figs. 12 and 13, shear stress lines are rendered in blue to better
contrast with the background pressure color. Figure 12 is an image
of the outboard side of the aft wheel. The label A at the front of
the wheel highlights the location where the bipartitions created on
the forward face of the wheel merge. Downstream of this point, the
shear stress lines indicate that the � ow remains attached all of the
way to the trailing edge of the wheel. This is expected to be due to
the high-pressureapparentnear A that eliminates the severe adverse
pressure gradient necessary for separation to begin.

Separation features in the shear stress lines can not be seen on the
forward edge of the aft wheel until about ¡40 deg on the ground
side and 30 deg on the wing side, as noted in Fig. 12. On the wing
side of the wheel, shear stress lines at the front edge are seen to
diverge suddenly from their original path to follow a common line,
labeled B in Fig. 12, where � ow is expected to separate along a
negative-open bipartition. Just downstream of this line is a region
of slow moving surface � uid, apparent by the lack of well-de� ned
shear stress lines in the oil � lm. Following this, shear stress lines are
again readily apparent and directed downstream. This � ow topol-
ogy suggests � ow attachment along the line labeled C, which is
expected to be a positive-open bipartition. Both the positive and
negative bipartite lines, B and C, extend over the wing-side edge
of the wheel, where they merge and terminate. On the ground side
of the wheel, separationcharacteristicsare similar to the wing-side.
However, on this side, a region of low-speed surface � ow following
the negative-openbipartitionD cannot be detected before the shear
stress lines straighten in the downstream direction. This suggests
that � ow reattaches immediately downstream of separation along a
positive-open bipartition, labeled E.

At the downstream edge of the aft wheel in Fig. 12, separation
characteristicsappear similar to those seen at the downstream edge
of the fore wheel in Fig. 4. On the wing side, shear stress lines
converge to separate along a negative-open bipartition labeled F.
Toward the center of the wheel, a saddle of separation forms at G
with the bipartition through it terminating at the nodes H and I.
At the lower boundary of the separated region, a small pool of oil
forms, in front of which another saddle of separation is expected,
labeled J. One end of the bipartition through J terminates at the
node I, whereas the other end terminates at the focus K. Though not
clearly apparent in the oil � ow, the method of indexingsuggests the
formation of another saddle of separation in the vicinity of L. One
end of the bipartition through this saddle terminates at the node I,

Fig. 12 Outboard side of the aft wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.

whereas the other terminates at a focus (not seen in Fig. 12), on the
rearward face of the wheel.

Figure 13 is an image of the inboard side of the aft wheel. Com-
parison between Figs. 13 and 5 shows that signi� cant differences
exist between the pressure signatures on the inboard sides of the
aft and fore wheels. On the aft wheel, an extreme adverse pres-
sure gradient is not apparent in front of the axle, as was the case
on the fore wheel. Such a difference is likely due to differences in
the � ow� elds that each wheel encounters. As opposed to the fore
wheel, severe distortion is expected in both the mean and turbulent
� ow� elds surrounding the aft wheel. Such distortions may tend to
reduce pressure concentrations.

Separation characteristics also differ signi� cantly between the
aft and fore wheels. Shear stress lines along the wheel edge near
A on the aft wheel are directed toward the axle and do not high-
light a region of � ow separation. Along B, however, shear stress
lines rounding the edge of the wheel suggest � ow separationbegin-
ning at C along a negative-open bipartition with immediate reat-
tachment along the positive-open bipartition D. Between A and
B, negative-closed bipartitions created on the front face of the
wheel extend over the edge. As they extend downstream, they are
skewed toward the wing side of the axle, where they merge and
terminate.

Around the axle (Fig. 13), a vortex dominates the juncture � ow
beginningat the saddleof separationE. The shear stress lines associ-
ated with the vortexsuggest it is highlyskewed toward the wing-side
of the wheel, which results in an offset node of attachmentat F. The
bipartition associated with saddle E is apparent around the entire
axle with both ends extendingdownstream to the edge of the wheel,
where they merge and terminate. Wake features in the shear stress
lines behind the axle on the aft wheel are less apparent than those
on the fore wheel. This can be expected because randomness in
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the magnitude and direction of the edge velocities of turbulent ed-
dies entrained in the rear axle wake will tend to eliminate mean
macrostructure of the same scale.

Imagesof the wing-and ground-sidefaces, as well as the rearward
face of the aft wheel, are not presented because the shear stress and
pressure features on these faces were either trivial or could not be
interpreted.Local � ow accelerationover the wing- and ground-side
faces of the aft wheel is apparent in the pressure signature, but
singularities in the shear stress lines are not evident. This indicates
the � ow does not separate at saddles to form recirculation zone,
as was the case on the fore wheel. On the ground-side face, � ow

Fig. 13 Inboard side of the aft wheel showing surface static pressure
and oil � ow data, as well as perceived shear stress lines and locations of
� ow attachment and separation.

Fig. 14 Velocity magnitude and direction in DPIV plane bisecting inline wheels; streamlines between wheels highlighted in white (taken from Fig. 5
of Ref. 6).

separation is not suspected till about ¡120 deg around the wheel
fromthe leadingedge.Here, negative-openbipartitionsappearlikely
to form, but the surface mean � ow velocity is so low that distinct
topologicalfeatures are not readily apparent.On the wing-side face,
� ow separationis obviousalonga negative-openbipartitionas shear
stress lines converge along the streamwise centerline of the wheel,
at about 110 deg around the wheel from the leading edge. On the
back face of the aft wheel, the near surface � ow is expected to be
dominated by a random wake containingentrained turbulent eddies
that produce random velocity � uctuations.This randomness results
in low mean shear stresseson the rearward face of the wheel,making
it dif� cult to identify characteristicsof the � ow topology.In fact, the
mean momentum was so low here that during testing the � ow of oil
over the surface seemed at times to be dominated by gravitational
forces rather than shear forces.

C. On- and Offsurface Flow Comparison
In a previous study,6 mean velocity measurements were made in

a vertical plane bisecting the inline wheels using DPIV. The model
used in that study was the same one used in the current study. The
results of the previousstudy revealeda nonstationaryvortical rollup
between the inline wheels that persisted on the ground side of a
plane through the axles. It was speculated, from tuft visualizations,
that the streamwise position of the vortex between the wheels was
dependent on the separation characteristics on the back of the fore
wheel. The followingdiscussionwill attempt to correlate the results
of the previous study with those of the present study. Note that, in
the end view images of the wheels presented in the current study,
the laser light sheet bisecting the inline wheels in the previous study
was aligned with the centers of the � duciary points located at the
spanwise centers of the wheels.

Figure 14 is an image of the mean velocity � eld around the inline
wheels presented as Fig. 5 in Ref. 6. Streamline features are readily
apparent and velocity magnitude is represented with color. Loca-
tions of � ow attachment and separation are highlighted, as well as
speci� c streamlines between the wheels. Note, � rst, that in Fig. 14
a region of � ow attachment is highlighted on the back of the fore
wheel. This correspondswell with the shear stress and pressure sig-
natures on the back face of the fore wheel in Fig. 10, where an
increase in pressure corresponds to a rendered positive-openbipar-
tition W. Both the pressure and shear stress signatures suggest � ow
attachment.

The vortical rollup seen behind the fore wheel in Fig. 14 is also
suggested by the shear stress signature in Fig. 10. Fluid separating
from the front of the aft wheel travels upstream to impact the back
of the fore wheel resulting in the node V. The saddle Y in Fig. 10 is
the separationlocationhighlighted in Fig. 14, where � uid leaves the
back surfaceof the forewheel to roll up intoa vortex.Both the saddle
Y in Fig. 10 and the separation location in Fig. 14 are at ¡160 deg
around the wheel from its leading edge and coincide directly with
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Fig. 15 Mean vorticity � eld in midplane of wheels (taken from Fig. 9
of Ref. 6).

the separation location observed using tuft visualizationby Lazos.6

The fact that the saddle-of-separationX and the separation bubble,
denoted by saddle N and node O in Fig. 10, are not apparent in
Fig. 14, is expected.Asalreadymentioned,theplaneof the laser light
sheet used to acquire the velocity data passes through the � duciary
points along the vertical midplane of the wheels and is, therefore,
offset to the inboard side of these singularities.

Referring again to the velocity data of Fig. 14, attachment and
separation locations on the front of the aft wheel are also apparent
in the pressure and shear stress signatures.The locations of the two
attachment regions on the front face of the aft wheel in Fig. 11
correspond extremely well with their locations determined from
Fig. 14. The saddles of separation,A and B, in Fig. 11 are depicted
in Fig. 14 as the separated � ow region on the front of the aft wheel.
The nodeof attachmentC is not apparent in the velocitydata,which
is likely due to the resolutionof the DPIV data and the offset of the
data plane to the inboard side of the singularity.

When Fig. 6 was discussed,it was mentionedthat observationson
the ground-sidefaceof the fore wheel during testingsuggestedtopo-
logical features there alter between two different states, one state
more temporally dominant than the other. The expected topological
featuresof eachstate were presentedin Fig. 7. Lazos6 noted that sep-
aration features on the back of the fore wheel near the ground side
change state. Again, one state was more temporally dominant than
the other. It was also suggestedby Lazos6 that this change in separa-
tion featureson the fore wheel altered the streamwise positionof the
midwheelvortex.If the topologicalchangeson thegroundsideof the
fore wheel are directly related to the changingseparationcharacter-
istics on the back of the fore wheel, then they are ultimately respon-
sible for the change in streamwise position of the midwheel vortex.

It is hypothesized that when topological features on the ground
side of the fore wheel are as shown in Fig. 7a, the � ow downstream
of recirculationzone 2 is attachedup to ¡160 deg aroundthe wheel,
and the midwheel vortex rests against the back of the fore wheel.
However, when the topological features of Fig. 7b are realized, the
� ow downstream is massively separated and the midwheel vortex is
repositioned downstream to rest against the front of the aft wheel.
Added support for this hypothesis is given in Fig. 15, taken from
Lazos,6 showing an unstable vorticity layer on the back of the fore
wheelbeginningat about¡113deg.This azimuthallocationdirectly
corresponds with the downstream end of recirculation zone 2 seen
in Fig. 6.

IV. Conclusions
The current study examined the mean surface static pressure and

topological featureson a fore and aft wheel of a generic four-wheel
landinggear, scaled to 31% of a Boeing 757 main landinggear. The

purpose of the study was to identify regions around the wheels that
warrant further investigationas potentiallysigni� cant noise sources
and to provide detailed mean � ow information for validation of
CFD codes. The carfully detailed analysis of the shear stress fea-
tures on the wheels is intended, as well, to advance the technique
of surface topology assessment using oil � ow visualization. Tests
were conducted at a Reynolds number based on wheel diameter of
6 £ 105. Mean surface pressures were acquired over most of the
wheel surface using 50 pressure taps distributedalong the spanwise
periphery of the wheel. The wheel could be rotated 360 deg so that
the pressure taps could be located at any azimuthalangle. Mean sur-
face topologywas determinedby applyinga suspensionof kerosene
and titanium dioxide powder to the wheel surface and running the
facility at the test speed until the oil mixture was suf� ciently dry.
Analysis of the surface topologywas performed in detail in an effort
to advance the techniqueof topologicalfeatureassessmentusing oil
� ow visualization.

The results highlight regions of � ow separation and attachment
on the fore and aft wheels. Many should be investigated further
as potentially signi� cant regions of noise production. In particular,
separation on the outboard trailing edges of the fore and aft wheels
occurs over a broad area incorporatingseveral singularities and bi-
partitions of various types. On the inboard sides of the wheels, tur-
bulent juncture vortices form where the wheels and axles connect.
The back faces of the aft wheels are noted to be massively sepa-
rated with surface characteristicstypifyingsmall scales and random
velocity � uctuation.

The most complex combination of surface � ow features was
found on the back face of the fore wheel. On this portion of the
model, shear stresses were remarkably high in most places such
that separation and attachment topologies could be readily identi-
� ed. On the front face of the aft wheel, two large attachment regions
are apparent on the wing and ground sides. Surface � ow converg-
ing toward the center of the wheel from these attachment region
is noted to separate along bipartitions created by two saddles of
separation. In a previous report,6 velocity � eld data in the vertical
midplane identi� ed a nonstationaryvortical rollup that persists be-
tween the inline wheels. In the current study, mean surface � ow
features on both the front face of the aft wheel and the back face of
the fore wheel correlatedextremelywell with the resultsof theprevi-
ous velocitydata. Changing topologicalfeatureson the ground-side
face of the fore wheel are hypothesized to be responsible for the
changing separation characteristics on the back of the fore wheel
and, ultimately, the erratic streamwise position of the mid-wheel
vortex.

It is hoped that the data presented and analyzed in such great
detail will be useful for validation of computational codes and for
the advancement of surface topology assessment using oil � ow vi-
sualization. Note that the idealized clean four-wheel con� guration
used resembles an actual landing gear in only its most basic form
and that the data presented herein are likely to provide only a gen-
eral understandingof possible � ow featureson an actual four-wheel
con� guration. It is suspected, however, that the region between the
inline wheels of an actual four-wheel landing gear will prove to
be a region of signi� cant noise generation, as suggested in this
study.
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